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ABSTRACT The People's Republic of China (PRC), no longer content with its longstanding 'minimalist' nuclear posture and strategy, is enhancing the striking power and survivability of its theater and strategic missile forces and rethinking its nuclear doctrine in ways that may pose serious challenges for the United States. Although the modernization of Chinese nuclear and missile forces may ultimately result in greater strategic deterrence stability, this change will not come about immediately or automatically. Indeed, it is entirely possible that China’s growing missile capabilities could decrease crisis stability under certain circumstances, especially in the event of a US–China conflict over Taiwan.
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The People’s Liberation Army (PLA), once widely dismissed as a bloated, poorly trained military with an enormous, but largely antiquated collection of weapons and equipment, is becoming a leaner, more professional, and increasingly operationally capable fighting force. Major increases in Chinese defense spending over the past decade have enabled an accelerating military modernization program. As part of this ongoing transformation, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has clearly prioritized the improvement of its missile capabilities. Although much attention has been focused on China’s rapidly growing arsenal of short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs), its theater and strategic conventional and nuclear missile forces are undergoing equally important changes. Many analysts have portrayed Chinese longer-range missile and nuclear forces as modernizing very slowly, but recent developments, including advances in technology, increasingly realistic
training, and doctrinal evolution, underscore the necessity of updating the conventional wisdom on China’s theater and strategic missile capabilities and the US–China strategic relationship. Indeed, China is currently enhancing the striking power and survivability of its theater and strategic missile forces and rethinking its nuclear doctrine in ways that may pose serious challenges for the United States. The principal drivers of these developments are China’s assessment of its changing external security environment, especially vis-à-vis the United States, and its growing concerns about the viability of its traditional deterrent posture, particularly in a missile defense environment.

China’s transition from its longstanding ‘minimalist’ strategic posture to one that consists of a much more potent combination of theater and strategic missile and nuclear systems raises several important questions: Most fundamentally, what is the actual composition of China’s missile forces at this time and how will this force structure evolve over the next few years? How is the Chinese military training to use the new weapons it is adding to its arsenal? How will Chinese planners and decisionmakers think about using these emerging capabilities? What doctrinal tensions might arise in the future now that China no longer has to make virtue out of necessity? What are the implications for the US–China strategic relationship and deterrence stability in a Taiwan Strait crisis or conflict?

Recent Assessments of China’s Nuclear and Missiles Forces

Despite major advances in Chinese strategic capabilities, some analysts continue to portray China as being relatively unconcerned about modernizing its missile and nuclear forces. Most prominently, Keir Lieber and Daryl Press argue that Beijing’s arsenal is ‘growing at a glacial pace’.

1 Keir A. Lieber and Daryl G. Press, ‘The End of MAD? The Nuclear Dimension of US Primacy’, *International Security* 30/4 (Spring 2006), 27. The principal conclusion of this article is that the era of mutually assured destruction (MAD) is ending and the world is entering a period of nuclear primacy because Russia’s nuclear arsenal is decaying and China’s is staying small even as the US is continuing to upgrade its nuclear capabilities.

and Press assess that Chinese nuclear forces are vulnerable to a disarming first strike and conclude that this is unlikely to change anytime soon. In their words, ‘Given the history of China’s slow-motion nuclear modernization, it is doubtful that a Chinese second-strike force will materialize anytime soon. The United States has a first-strike capability against China today and should be able to maintain it for a decade or more.’

Lieber and Press are not the only analysts who portray Chinese nuclear and missile forces as modernizing very slowly despite what Chinese analysts perceive as the security challenges stemming from an increasingly threatening strategic environment. Jeffrey Lewis has argued persuasively that Beijing traditionally believed changes in the size, configuration, and readiness of nuclear forces had little influence on deterrence, and that this conviction allowed China to limit its nuclear capabilities in ways that maximized political control and lowered costs. Lewis contends that China’s nuclear force is unlikely to change rapidly because of durable beliefs on the part of Beijing’s leadership concerning the opportunity costs (particularly in centralized control), and the limited marginal utility, of additional nuclear weapons, especially in sophisticated deployment patterns. Lewis’s nuanced assessment of China’s nuclear arsenal challenges more aggressive foreign estimates of its qualitative and quantitative modernization, and it correctly reflects the historical context of the country’s nuclear development. Although China historically was satisfied with the ‘minimum means of reprisal’, however, much has changed in recent years and there is ample evidence to suggest that Chinese planners and strategists no longer regard minimalism as an appropriate principal upon which to base their calculations about national force structure requirements.

As this essay will demonstrate, China has clearly discarded the belief that the quantity and quality of its missile and nuclear forces have little
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influence on deterrence, especially since its planners appear to be changing both, presumably to enhance the credibility of Beijing's deterrent and provide Chinese decisionmakers with a greater range of options in a changing strategic environment. Indeed, China currently perceives a variety of challenges to its strategic security arising from what it sees as Washington's determination to occupy a position of absolute nuclear superiority and the US military's increasingly lethal conventional precision strike capabilities. Consequently, Beijing is far from content to rely on the traditional strategy of minimum deterrence. Instead, Chinese analysts argue that a shift to a more formidable deterrent posture is required to ensure strategic security and promote the stable external environment that Chinese leaders have identified as a necessary condition for continued economic development. Moreover, Chinese writers have indicated that nuclear weapons could do more than simply fulfill the traditional missions of supporting the country's great power status and deterring nuclear attack. In the words of PLA National Defense University professor Wang Zhongchun, 'Nuclear weapons play multiple strategic roles.' Nuclear weapons underscore China's status as a great power and a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council, deter other countries from using nuclear weapons to attack or coerce China, and potentially 'can be used at a time when China’s core national security and development interests are fundamentally undermined'. Consequently, according to Wang, 'China should actively respond...to these increasingly serious nuclear challenges in order to obtain a peaceful long-term security environment.'

**Chinese Missile Force Modernization**

Much attention has been devoted to China's massive build-up of SRBMs opposite Taiwan, but Beijing is making equally impressive strides in the modernization of its theater and strategic conventional and nuclear missile forces. Most notably, China became only the third nation to demonstrate a direct ascent anti-satellite capability on 11 January 2007, when a mobile missile lofted a kinetic kill vehicle (KKV) payload into low earth orbit in order to physically destroy the aging Chinese weather satellite Feng Yun 1C, at an altitude of approximately
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7Ibid., 61.

8Ibid., 60.

9For the perspective of a senior fellow at China’s Academy of Military Sciences, see Bao Shixiu, ‘Deterrence Revisited: Outer Space’, *China Security* 5 (Winter 2007), 2–11.
China is also developing conventionally armed missiles that could provide the PLA with a potent capability against regional bases and US aircraft carriers operating in the vicinity of Taiwan. Beijing is likewise determined to modernize its strategic nuclear forces. China is deploying road-mobile intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and developing new nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs).  

Chinese analysts assess that the deployment of SSBNs and land-based mobile missiles will “fundamentally ensure the reliability and credibility of China’s nuclear force”. As part of this ambitious missile and nuclear force modernization program, in recent years, the People’s Republic has accelerated the pace of medium- and long-range missile tests. According to one observer, the heightened activity represents an ‘unprecedented surge’ in the national ballistic missile flight test program. Others state that this testing program surpasses anything seen since the 1960s-era Soviet missile buildup. This surge in flight testing includes four types of missile launch activities. China is not only developing and testing several types of cruise and ballistic missiles, but also forming new missile units, converting some previously
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12Wang Zhongchun, 62.  
16Three of these are part of the developmental flight testing process. According to Chinese military media reports, before a new ballistic missile is deployed with China’s Strategic Rocket Forces, it must undergo a series of experimental flight tests, design finalization flight tests, and batch production inspection flight tests. In addition, Second Artillery units launch ballistic missiles for training purposes. See ‘解放军新导弹试验成功 开始装备战略导弹部队’ [PLA’s New Missile Tested Successfully and Begins to Equip Strategic Rocket Forces], Liberation Army Daily, 16 Oct. 2006, <http://9link.116.com.cn/node/7399>.
established units to new types of missiles, and training officers, soldiers, and technicians so that they will be ready to operate the new missiles.\textsuperscript{17} China is also upgrading some of its older missiles and developing missile defense countermeasures.\textsuperscript{18} In addition, Beijing is modernizing its command and control system, presumably to enhance the survivability and robustness as well as the flexibility and responsiveness of the missile force.

The transformation of the Second Artillery Corps – the arm of the PLA responsible for most conventional and nuclear ballistic missiles – is one of the centerpieces of China’s military modernization program. As one Chinese source states, ‘With the remarkably swift development of science and technology, the weapons of the Second Artillery are being replaced by better models, one after the other. New models and new equipment series are being distributed among the troops, and old equipment is given a longer life and heightened effectiveness through technological updates.’\textsuperscript{19} The number of SRBMs in China’s inventory has increased dramatically in recent years, posing an increasingly potent threat to Taiwanese and US forces in parts of the region. By late 2007, China had deployed about 990–1,070 DF-11 (300 km range) and DF-15 (600 km range) mobile SRBMs to garrisons opposite Taiwan. The newer variants of these missiles feature longer ranges and improved accuracy.\textsuperscript{20} The PLA’s SRBMs could render Taiwan’s airfields inoperable and destroy critical command and control and infrastructure nodes. According to one recent Chinese article, the Second Artillery now has ‘an advanced, automated command system’ that links individual launch units to brigade commanders and more

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item\textsuperscript{17} Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China 2007, 3.
\item\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.
\item\textsuperscript{20} Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China 2008, 24, 56. According to the 2008 Pentagon report, ‘China’s Second Artillery maintains at least five operational SRBM brigades; an additional two brigades are subordinate to PLA ground forces – one garrisoned in the Nanjing MR and the other in the Guangzhou MR.’ China’s recent development of the world’s foremost sub-strategic mobile missile force, which is continuing to grow at a rate of about 100 missiles per year, is particularly striking given that the PLA had no conventional ballistic missile capability until the Second Artillery added conventional strikes to its mission in the early 1990s.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
senior leaders at higher levels.\textsuperscript{21} China is also developing potent conventional theater missile capabilities. In particular, Chinese medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs) with maneuvering reentry vehicles (MaRVs) and terminal seekers will allow the PLA to threaten targets such as airbases, command and control centers, and even US aircraft carriers, thereby introducing unprecedented complications for American planners and strategists.

Backstopping the PLA’s short-range and theater conventional missile forces are its theater and strategic nuclear missile forces, which provide the ultimate escalatory or counter-escalatory threat. Beijing is modernizing its strategic and theater nuclear forces to enhance their striking power and survivability. According to the US 2005 Department of Defense report to Congress on Chinese military power, ‘China is qualitatively and quantitatively improving its strategic missile force. This could provide a credible, survivable nuclear deterrent and counter-strike capability.’\textsuperscript{22} China currently has about 20 silo-based, liquid-propellant DF-5 ICBMs capable of striking targets in the continental United States and some older missiles that are more limited in range and serve primarily as a regional nuclear deterrent.\textsuperscript{23} As China’s nuclear force modernization continues, its strategic nuclear forces will consist of DF-5A ICBMs (longer-range–up to 13,000 km\textsuperscript{24}–versions of the older, silo-based, liquid-fueled DF-5 ICBMs), road-mobile, solid-fueled DF-31 (7,250 km range)\textsuperscript{25} and DF-31A ICBMs (11,270 km range),\textsuperscript{26} and JL-2 SLBMs (8,000–12,000 km range), which will be deployed on China’s new Jin-class ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs). The deployment of road-mobile ICBMs will improve the survivability of Chinese nuclear forces by making them more challenging to locate, while the addition of SLBMs will provide a sea-based nuclear retaliatory capability. China also reportedly has the capability to

\textsuperscript{21}Wang, Cao, and Tao. Consequently, ‘Today, a brigade commander can directly command individual launch platforms using an advanced, automated command system.’ \\
\textsuperscript{22}Office of the Secretary of Defense, \textit{Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China} 2005, 28. \\
\textsuperscript{23}See United States House of Representative Select Committee on US National Security and Military/Commercial Concerns with the People’s Republic of China [Cox Report], 183, <www.house.gov/coxreport/>. In the early 1980s, China deployed its first two silo-based ICBMs capable of reaching the continental United States. The PRC deployed about 18 more CSS-4 ICBMs in the 1990s, bringing the total size of its silo-based ICBM force to approximately 20 missiles. \\
\textsuperscript{25}Office of the Secretary of Defense, \textit{Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China} 2006, 27. \\
\textsuperscript{26}Ibid.
deploy a multiple independently targeted reentry vehicle (MIRV)\textsuperscript{27} system for the DF-5 ICBM.\textsuperscript{28} In addition to upgrading its strategic nuclear forces, the PRC will also continue to maintain nuclear-armed, solid-propellant, road-mobile DF-21 2,500 km range MRBMs as the cornerstone of its regional nuclear deterrence capabilities.\textsuperscript{29}

The nuclear force modernization programs that are currently underway represent a dramatic departure from China’s traditional ‘minimum deterrence’ force posture. Accompanying these improvements in force modernization are advances in training and changes in doctrine. Taken together, these developments are greatly increasing the operational capability of the conventional missile force and strengthening the deterrence posture of the nuclear missile force.

As a result of these dramatic developments, China appears to be on the verge of reconciling the previously significant divergence between the Second Artillery’s once largely aspirational doctrine and its actual capabilities.\textsuperscript{30} Whereas Chinese strategists were once severely constrained by technological limitations,\textsuperscript{31} they now may have increasing choices regarding the development, deployment, and use of PLA missiles.

\textsuperscript{27}MIRVs can be placed in different trajectories by a bus platform that changes position slightly as it launches them in succession. Even more sophisticated, MaRVs are capable of independently altering their trajectory even in terminal phase. Warhead miniaturization, a process which the Cox Report states is well within China’s capability, decreases the infrared (IR) signal of a reentry vehicle, so that it is much harder for a missile defense interceptor to target. Miniaturization could also permit the use of multiple reentry vehicles (MRVs) and MIRVs. MRVs are easier to develop than MIRVs. See He Yingbo and Qiu Yong, ‘THAAD-Like High Altitude Theater Missile Defense: Strategic Defense Capability and Certain Countermeasures Analysis’, Science and Global Security 11/2–3 (2003), 179.


\textsuperscript{31}Limitations for nuclear systems have included ‘a relatively small number of warheads, technically and numerically limited delivery vehicles, an overwhelming reliance on land-based systems, persistent concerns over the arsenal’s survivability, reliability and penetrability, and a limited program of research, development, and testing’. Bates Gill, James Mulvenon, and Mark Stokes, ‘The Chinese Second Artillery Corps: Transition to Credible Deterrence’, in James C. Mulvenon and Andrew Yang (eds.), The People’s
This historical breakthrough applies to three different mission levels. Beyond the deployment of an increasingly lethal warfighting capability for the Second Artillery’s short-range conventional ballistic missile forces, Beijing is deploying a more robust and diversified nuclear and conventional medium-range ballistic missile force at the theater level and a more formidable and survivable intercontinental force capable of ‘counter-coercion’ missions at the strategic nuclear level. The following sections provide more detailed assessments of recent developments in theater and strategic missile force structure, training, and doctrine.

Force Structure Developments: Growing Striking Power and Increasing Survivability

This section presents an overview of China’s evolving conventional and nuclear missile force structure. The DF-5 (NATO Designator CSS-4) ICBM has been the mainstay of China’s intercontinental nuclear deterrence force since the 1980s. China currently deploys about 20 of the liquid-fueled, silo-based missiles, which have a range of at least 12,900 km, enough to strike targets throughout the continental United States. The US Intelligence Community has judged for several years that China is capable of deploying a MIRVed version of the liquid-fueled, silo-based DF-5 ICBM. Indeed, researchers affiliated with China’s Second Artillery and missile and aerospace industry have published several studies on MIRV-related research in the past few years, suggesting that this MIRV development program is progressing at an impressive rate. According to noted American PLA expert Paul...
Godwin, ‘It should probably be assumed that MRV, and quite possibly MIRV...research and development has been under way for some time [in China], and that the question of force size is being seriously...debated within Beijing’s community of security strategists.’ Indeed, Li Bin claims, ‘China has the capability to develop...MIRVs...but has not done so.’ There is ample reason to believe that China will do so, however, and perhaps quite soon.

Converting the DF-5s to a MIRV configuration would dramatically increase the number of warheads China could deliver against ‘soft targets’ (such as major cities and large military installations) in the continental United States. According to one analyst, ‘Chinese military experts also talk increasingly frequently about a deployment of five to seven warheads atop the existing silo-based missiles as a counter to US missile defense. Steps such as these could result in an increase from 20 to 100 or more nuclear weapons deployed by China capable of reaching the United States.’ Whatever the exact numbers of warheads carried by each missile, MIRVing the DF-5 ICBMs would clearly represent a major increase in strategic nuclear capability.

Not content to simply modernize and perhaps MIRV its silo-based forces, neither of which enhances force survivability, China is also
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38 At least one Chinese analyst has argued that developing the capability to salvo launch road-mobile ICBMs with single warheads is a more efficient and survivable option than deploying missiles with MIRVs. See Wei Qiyong, ‘The Influence of Using MIRVs on the Penetration Capability and System Effectiveness of Land-Based Strategic Missiles’ [导弹与航天运载技术] 3 (2004), 1–6. Wei, a researcher at the Chinese Academy of Launch Technology [中国运载火箭技术研究院] in Beijing, argues that the survivability gains associated with the deployment of land-mobile missile systems are much more important than the increased striking power offered by MIRVs, especially for small and medium-sized nuclear powers. Nonetheless, the authors expect China to pursue both of these technological paths to enhancing its nuclear and missile forces.

developing and deploying two road-mobile ICBMs, the DF-31 and DF-31A. The DF-31 is a three-stage, solid propellant, road-mobile ICBM with a range of at least 7,250 km.\textsuperscript{40} The DF-31 is probably intended to replace China’s aging 4,500–7,000 km range\textsuperscript{41} DF-4 missiles and will be deployed on a mobile erector launcher (MEL). It is likely intended mainly to cover targets in Russia and Asia, but the missile’s range is sufficient to reach US missile defense sites in Alaska, US forces in the Pacific, and targets in parts of the Western United States.\textsuperscript{42} After a protracted development history that began in the 1980s, China conducted the first developmental flight test of the DF-31 in August 1999.\textsuperscript{43} After this initial flight test, the system remained under development for several more years, despite numerous predictions that its deployment was imminent. The Cox Committee report, for instance, incorrectly predicted that the Second Artillery would begin deployment of the DF-31 in 2002.\textsuperscript{44}

The DF-31 road-mobile ICBM finally reached initial threat availability (ITA)\textsuperscript{45} status in 2006.\textsuperscript{46} The 2007 US Department of Defense report on Chinese military power indicated that the DF-31 would likely achieve

\textsuperscript{40}Office of the Secretary of Defense, \textit{Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China} 2007, 18–9.


\textsuperscript{43}Ibid.

\textsuperscript{44}See Cox Report, 186.

\textsuperscript{45}ITA means that a missile has been successfully tested and is thus available for military operations if needed, even though it may not yet have been fully deployed. To achieve initial operational capability (IOC), a missile would have to be more fully integrated into the force structure and possess the requisite supporting personnel and equipment. For more on these distinctions, see Walpole, ‘The Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States’.

\textsuperscript{46}Office of the Secretary of Defense, \textit{Annual Report to Congress: Military Power of the People’s Republic of China} 2007, 3. The use of the phrase ‘initial threat availability’ confused some observers, prompting US Dept. of Defense officials to issue the following explanation during a 25 May 2007 background briefing: ‘This year’s report highlights the initial threat availability of the DF-31 ICBM. We do not say with certainty that the DF-31 has achieved its formal initial operational capability, but we do say that it has reached a stage of development such that it could be employed in actual military operations.’ See US Dept. of Defense, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), ‘DoD Background Briefing with Defense Department Officials at the Pentagon’, 25 May 2007, <www.defenselink.mil/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=3971>.
operational status soon and raised the possibility that it had already been deployed at least on a limited basis. Moreover, the report stated that the longer-range DF-31A road-mobile ICBM would likely achieve initial operational capability (IOC) sometime in 2007. The DF-31A’s greater range of at least 11,270 km will allow it to reach targets throughout the continental United States.48 China may also be developing at least two other ICBMs: the DF-41 and DF-51. Rumors about a possible DF-41 ICBM program have been in circulation for many years.49 In addition, a Hong Kong magazine recently reported that China is ‘speeding up’ the development of a new DF-51 ICBM.50

In addition to its road-mobile strategic nuclear forces, China also maintains a variety of land-based theater nuclear systems. According to the 2007 Department of Defense report on Chinese military power, the PLA has about 40–50 nuclear-armed CSS-5 Mod 1 and CSS-5 Mod 2 MRBMs. These solid-fueled, road-mobile missiles with a range of more than 1,770 km constitute the bulk of China’s regional nuclear deterrence capability.51 In addition, the PRC still has about 16–24 of its older and shorter range, liquid-fueled CSS-3 ICBMs with a range of more than 5,470 km, and 14–18 liquid-fueled CSS-2 IRBMs with a range of at least 2,790 km.52 The Department of Defense assesses that China is also developing new air-launched and ground-launched cruise missiles that could be capable of performing theater nuclear missions.53

China also appears to be on the verge of adding a sea-based capability to its nuclear posture. After a protracted and ultimately disappointing attempt to take its deterrent force to sea with the Xia SSBN and JL-1 SLBM, China is developing a potentially much more capable sea-based deterrent in the Jin-class SSBN and JL-2 SLBM. China’s 2004 Defense White Paper states that a ‘capability of nuclear counter-attacks [has been] . . . enhanced’ in the naval realm.54

47Ibid.
52Ibid.
53Ibid., 19.
According to a major PLA publication, ‘Submarines are the submerged launching platforms of “our side’s” long-range striking weapons. They make up the major force of [strategic] counterstrike against the enemy’s air raids originating from the enemy’s own territory.’  

China launched a single Jin-class (Type 094) SSBN in 2004, which has reportedly been undergoing sea trials since early 2006, with the platform potentially operational in mid-2007 and the ballistic missiles by 2008–9. In late 2006, a ‘Quickbird’ commercial satellite photographed a Type 094 SSBN at Xiaopingdao naval base south of Dalian, China. A second 094, reportedly launched in 2006, may be commissioned in 2010. Indeed, Internet photos of unusually high resolution have emerged of one 094 in port Xiaopingdao, two at Huludao, and one at a newly constructed submarine facility at Yalong Bay near Sanya on Hainan Island. To what extent these are the same submarines remains unclear. The photo of the 094 at Yalong Bay suggests quite strongly that the facility will be an SSBN base. Jane’s asserts that two other hulls are probably under construction and might be launched in 2008/10 and commissioned in 2012/14 respectively. The 094 is forecast to be outfitted with 12 42-ton JL-2 (CSS-NX-5) submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), which are equipped

56 Unless otherwise specified, data for this paragraph are derived from ‘Jin class (Type 094) (SSBN)’, Submarines – Strategic Missile Submarines, China, Jane’s Fighting Ships, 29 Jan. 2007, Jane’s Information Group, <www.janes.com>.
with penetration aids and have an estimated maximum range of over 8,000 km. The Type-094 and JL-2 SLBM will likely achieve IOC sometime between 2007 and 2010. According to the US Navy’s Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) ‘a fleet of probably five Type 094 SSBNs will be built in order to provide more redundancy and capacity for a near-continuous at-sea SSBN presence’ If operationally successful, the 094 would represent a substantial improvement over China’s single first-generation Type 092 Xia-class SSBN, which, though equipped with 12 JL-1 SLBM missiles with range of 1,770km+, is rumored to have never made an extended patrol, and therefore is unlikely to have ever represented an intercontinental nuclear deterrent. The Cox Committee Report states that the JL-2 will have range that would allow a significant change in the operation and tactics of the PRC’s nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines. Instead of venturing into the open ocean to attack the United States, the Type 094-class submarines could remain near PRC waters, protected by the PLA Navy and Air Force. Key issues include how many Jin-class SSBNs China will build, which will influence deterrence patrol patterns, and the range of the JL-2, which will influence patrol locations. China’s plans for coping with the C2 and use control challenges associated with the deployment of a sea-based deterrent force also bear close scrutiny.


Cox Report, 187.
Beyond moving toward more survivable systems and enhancing striking power, China is also responding actively to the development and deployment of the US missile defense system. Chinese strategists recognize that an effective deterrence posture requires not only that the PLA’s strategic missiles must be able to survive a conventional or nuclear first strike, but also demands that they must be able to penetrate, overwhelm, or otherwise neutralize US missile defense systems. Chinese analysts view US pursuit of a missile defense system as a particularly serious threat to the viability of China’s nuclear deterrent. According to Wang Zhongchun, ‘Once the system is completed, the United States will obtain a strategic deterrent force with both offensive and defensive capabilities, which could pose serious challenges to the limited nuclear deterrent capabilities of medium-sized nuclear countries.’

The People’s Republic could deploy a wide variety of countermeasures to enhance its nuclear weapons’ post-launch survivability. Countermeasures Chinese scientists and engineers have discussed in open publications include decoys, maneuvering warheads, multiple warhead systems, ‘enveloping balls’, and preemptive strikes. Penetration aids have been, and will likely continue to be, a focus of PRC antimall ballistic missile defense (BMD) efforts. According to three Chinese experts, penetration aids ‘are inexpensive and they have a low political cost. Further, it is technically unlikely that a US defense system would ever work so well that it could sort out penetration aids from warheads. That would ensure that China’s retaliatory force would remain viable.’
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65 Wang Zhongchun, 61.
66 Counter-intercept measures [反拦截], which are designed to prevent interceptor target engagement, include multiple warheads placed on MRVs or MIRVs, MaRVs, and the hardening and/or spinning of ballistic missiles. Spinning and rolling (spinning off center) ballistic missiles makes a specific portion of the missile more difficult to target, a process that is particularly relevant to lasers that may need to focus on an object for several seconds in order to destroy it. Laser cladding involves the use of protective coatings in order to harden missile exteriors against laser beams. Lasers are also vulnerable to smoke, which can be emitted from a canister on the missile itself. See Stokes, ‘Chinese Ballistic Missile Forces’, 132, 134.
67 For example, see He Linshu and Wang Shuhe, 针对 NMD 的几种可能的突防措施 [Several Possible Penetration Measures to Counter the NMD System], 导弹与航天运载技术 [Missiles and Space Vehicles] 257 (2002), 23–6.
China has already begun to develop and test decoys, various combinations of which could complicate US intercept. As Li Bin states, ‘Decoy technology is not too complicated for China. This means that the deployment of decoys is a much more efficient and simple way than MIRVs for China to defeat the NMD [National Missile Defense] system.’ Previous Chinese missile flight tests have apparently employed a variety of penetration aids, including various types of decoys.

Other post-launch countermeasures include trajectory manipulation and infrared stealth. Trajectory manipulation includes depressed trajectory and lofted trajectory. Chinese testing and modeling indicates that the trajectory of the DF-31 ICBM could be depressed from its nominal apogee of 330 miles to 60 miles, albeit with a significant loss in range. Lofted trajectory involves increasing apex altitude to increase reentry speed. Infrared stealth can be implemented
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69 Of two major decoy variants, the simpler saturation decoys (such as balloons) are designed to overwhelm mid-course or terminal defenses. Deception decoys (such as fast-burn motors and boost-phase maneuvering) are designed to evade interceptor vehicles by complicating prediction of their flight trajectory. See Stokes, ‘Chinese Ballistic Missile Forces’, 132. Decoys can mimic the warhead’s visual appearance or infrared signature. They can utilize active electronic countermeasures, such as by emitting an electronic radar-jamming signal. They can even physically protect the warhead from an interceptor. Exo-atmospheric decoys accompany the warhead during midcourse, but their light weight makes them separate upon reentry. Endo-atmospheric decoys reenter the atmosphere with the warhead.

70 Chinese ICBMs could be designed to discharge ‘chaff just prior to releasing decoys and warheads – to prevent radars from seeing what happens during the release – or by [developing] a more sophisticated release mechanism that makes decoys and warheads indistinguishable even at the moment of separation from the bus. It is for these reasons that the decoy problem is acute, and possibly not solvable for the foreseeable future, in the case of midcourse defenses.’ See James M. Lindsay and Michael E. O’Hanlon, Defending America: The Case for Limited National Missile Defense (Washington DC: Brookings Institution Press 2002), 47.


73 Cold launch, also known as ‘ejection’, or ‘soft launch’ is a means of reducing the infrared signature of a missile by propelling it out of the silo using compressed air or other gas before actual engine ignition.

74 Depressed trajectory involves flattening the arc of a missile from the normal apex of 1,200 miles to as low as 60 miles in order to minimize its time outside the atmosphere and its consequent exposure to space-based and mid-course defenses.

by several means, such as using low-emissivity coatings or a cooled shroud.\(^{76}\) Fast burning motors shorten the duration of boost phase, which compresses detection and reaction times, thereby complicating intercept efforts. Aside from the challenges of fast burning motors, a boost-phase system would also have extreme difficulty in defending against missiles launched from large countries such as China because of the difficulty of getting American interceptor platforms sufficiently close to launch sites in the continental power’s massive interior.\(^{77}\)

China might also consider targeting the US BMD system’s structure directly, through ASAT attacks, direct attack on ground-based radars, and indirect electronic attack on elements of the supporting C4ISR infrastructure. The PRC has conducted extensive research concerning US military satellites and ASAT weapons. It could exploit a variety of options to defeat space-based interceptors (e.g. a space-based laser, SBL), such as pellet clouds, ground-based rockets, direct ascent nuclear ASATs, or space mines.\(^{78}\) According to PRC countermeasures expert He Linshu, ‘using a “suicide satellite” \[寄生星\] …to destroy both SBIRS-high and SBIRS-low on the NMD system would paralyze its early warning and surveillance capabilities. Then preemptive attacks can be launched at each component of the defense system’.\(^{79}\)

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) weapons could disable US radars. Active electronic countermeasures include the use of devices to jam US X-Band and upgraded early-warning (UEWR) radar systems. US BMD ground stations are themselves vulnerable to attack. China’s growing submarine force may permit it to use SLBMs and submarine-launched cruise missiles (SLCMs), against US radars and support facilities. China is making a concerted effort to develop the Chang Feng and Hong Niao series land-attack cruise missiles (LACMs).\(^{80}\) Even the best BMD system is incapable of defending US land targets against SLCMs and LACMs. A Chinese source argues for the potential of such weapons and
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\(^{76}\) See He and Qiu, ‘THAAD’, 177.

\(^{77}\) See Sessler et al., ‘Countermeasures’, 117.


adds that ‘special forces may be trained to effectively infiltrate and destroy the stations’.  

Another counter-MD option that cannot be ruled out is a large-scale increase in the size of China’s strategic nuclear force. Chinese analyst Shen Dingli projects that a ninefold increase in Chinese ICBMs capable of hitting US targets would defeat even a BMD system with a 90 percent interception rate at the manageable cost of several billion dollars over one or two decades. According to Li Bin:

Although the costs could be large, the buildup option cannot be ruled out. The reason for this is that the buildup option is so mathematically simple to understand and so certain to work. So, in the Chinese debate this idea would easily win some support from non-technical people. Another advantage is that the buildup would be visible to the outside and would therefore help discourage any first strike against China.

Moreover, a large-scale Chinese missile buildup would facilitate, among other things, potential wartime launch of strikes incorporating the use of different types of missiles in ‘synchronized launches from a wide range of azimuths in order to stress active missile defenses and associated battle management systems’.

Important force structure improvements are also under way at the theater conventional level. China is developing conventionally armed ballistic missiles to bolster its regional strike and ‘anti-access’ capabilities. Potential missions for these new systems include attacks against land-based targets and aircraft carriers. China is also improving the command and control, communications, and intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities required to successfully execute ballistic missile strikes against such targets and ‘is currently developing a number of new mobile conventional medium-range systems’. The US Director of National Intelligence stated in
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February 2007 that China is ‘developing more capable long-range conventional strike systems and short- and medium-range ballistic missiles with terminally guided maneuverable warheads able to attack US carriers and airbases’.86

Force modernization trends and non-official Chinese publications suggest that developing the capabilities required to conduct ballistic missile attacks against surface ships such as aircraft carriers (e.g., using the DF-21 with its 500–600 kg warhead87) is an especially high priority for the PLA. ‘China is equipping theater ballistic missiles with maneuvering reentry vehicles (MaRVs) with radar or IR seekers to provide the accuracy necessary to attack a ship at sea’, according to a recent unclassified ONI assessment.88 According to the Department of Defense’s 2007 report on Chinese military power: ‘One area of apparent investment emphasis involves a combination of medium range ballistic missiles, C4ISR for geo-location of targets, and onboard guidance systems for terminal homing to strike surface ships on the high seas or their onshore support infrastructure.’89 If supplied with accurate real-time target data, from China’s growing family of terrestrial and space-based sensors, terminal seekers and maneuvering warheads might enable Chinese ballistic missiles to complicate or negate US BMD efforts to hold such targets at risk.90 If viable, they would be extraordinarily difficult to defend against.

Taken as a whole, these changes will offer China new capabilities at the strategic and theater nuclear levels and new options at the regional conventional warfighting level. First, the changes underway at the strategic level are giving China, perhaps for the first time, a highly survivable strategic nuclear force. In contrast to the assessment by Lieber and Press of the vulnerability of China’s silo-based strategic missiles, Chinese strategists appear to believe that some silo-based missiles would likely survive a first strike. Deterrence works at least in part because the United States could not be completely confident in its ability to locate all of the silo-based ICBMs. As Li Bin points out,

89Ibid., 16.
‘because China has never confirmed nor denied any outside estimates about the size of its long-range nuclear force, it is difficult for the US to rule out some errors in its estimate’.91 According to Li Bin, ‘Technically speaking, it is a relatively simple countermeasure for China to conceal a few actual ICBMs and to deploy decoy missiles given the large size of Chinese territory.’92 Chinese strategists have even better reasons to doubt that potential adversaries would be able to locate and destroy the Second Artillery’s new road-mobile nuclear forces. Indeed, the difficulties the US has encountered in its previous efforts to locate and destroy elusive ground targets, most notably the ‘Scud-hunting’ campaign in the 1991 war with Iraq, suggest that it would be very difficult to locate and strike China’s road-mobile missiles.93 Moreover, these largely unsuccessful attempts to neutralize mobile targets took place under circumstances far less challenging than those the US would likely encounter in a conflict with China.

These force structure developments are also giving the PRC options to threaten to use or perhaps actually employ nuclear weapons below the strategic level. Indeed, the communist state may now have access to several rungs on the escalatory ladder that it previously lacked.94 While there is only limited open information regarding China’s development of sub-strategic nuclear weapon systems, the PLA now has possession of both appropriate dual-capable weapon systems and the technological capacity to research, develop, and introduce suitable nuclear warheads into such systems. It is not without precedent for the PLA to link technological nuclear warhead development to operational needs. According to Zhao Qizheng, director of the State Council Information Office, China ‘mastered’ neutron bomb technology in the 1970s and 1980s,95 and this admission is generally believed in the academic

94 By ‘access’ what is implied is both the technical capability to produce relatively small nuclear warheads and, separately, a force structure that includes tactical weapon systems particularly well-suited to a dual capability (such as cruise missiles). What is not implied is the intent to actually couple these two elements.
community. The only reasonable rationale, however, for such an early
development of an advanced warhead would have been halting Soviet
troops and armor in a potential invasion. The PLA faces similarly
severe operational challenges today when viewing the potential of
armed conflict against US forces.

Recent Chinese publications have advocated expanding the tradi-
tionally limited scope of China’s nuclear forces. Zhao Xijun, Deputy
Commander of the Second Artillery Corps in 1996–2003, states, ‘one
should have not only strategic nuclear forces but also campaign and
tactical nuclear forces, and have not only ground-based strategic
nuclear forces but also sea-based and air-based strategic nuclear
forces’.96 Given these assertions and the PLA’s rapid development of
suitable weapon systems (e.g., variously-launched cruise missiles,
ASATs, and torpedoes), it is possible that China is also actively
pursuing the development of tactical nuclear weapons in order to
ensure the credibility of its deterrent posture at all levels of war. In fact,
Zhao mentions that the missiles of the tactical missile force already ‘can
carry a nuclear warhead or a special warhead according to the needs of
the task and strike targets’.97

Finally, development of conventional MRBMs for regional strike
missions and a mobile KKV ASAT weapon may also afford Beijing the
opportunity to achieve strategic effects without resort to the use of
nuclear weapons, although some of these options – such as strikes
against regional airbases, aircraft carriers, and especially satellites –
would create serious risks of horizontal and vertical escalation in a
conventional conflict.

Chinese Conventional and Nuclear Missile Force Training: From the
‘Boudoir’ to the Battlefield

The PLA attaches increasing emphasis to improved training to help
prepare for modern, high-intensity, information-centric conflicts, as
directed by President Hu Jintao in his speech to the 2006 All Army
Training Conference. Hu highlighted the importance of making
training more realistic, shifting from ‘military training under mechan-
ized conditions’ to ‘military training under informatized conditions’ as

96Zhao Xijun (ed.), Coercive Deterrence Warfare: A Comprehensive Discussion on
Missile Deterrence (Beijing: National Defense UP May 2005), 160. See also 于际训 [Yu
Jixun], 中国人民解放军第二炮兵 [People’s Liberation Army Second Artillery Corps],
第二炮兵战役学 [The Science of Second Artillery Campaigns] (Beijing: 解放军出版社 [PLA
97Zhao, 17.
well as strengthening joint training.\textsuperscript{98} The PLA General Staff Department’s 2007 Training Guidelines, which were highlighted in the 12 January 2007 edition of \textit{Liberation Army Daily}, also reflect this growing emphasis on enhanced training to better prepare the PLA for the challenges it would face in a high-intensity, information-centric conflict against a technologically advanced adversary like the United States.\textsuperscript{99} Most importantly, the 2007 GSD Training Guidelines designate ‘promoting the transformation from military training under mechanized conditions to military training under informatized conditions’ as the main theme governing military training. Although many of the training documents issued over the last few years mentioned the importance of training under ‘informatized conditions’, they did not identify it as the main theme that should guide training.\textsuperscript{100} This stronger emphasis on training under informatized conditions in the 2007 GSD training guidelines echoes the military training section in China’s 2006 defense white paper, which states that the PLA is taking ‘vigorous steps to accelerate the transition from military training under conditions of mechanization to military training under conditions of informationization’.\textsuperscript{101}

Beyond elevating the transformation to training under informatized conditions to ‘main theme’ status, the latest training guidelines underscore the PLA’s determination to increase the realism of military training, incorporate opposing forces into exercises, conduct more sophisticated joint and integrated training, and prepare to operate in a ‘complex electromagnetic environment’.\textsuperscript{101} The guidelines also discuss improving the skills of commanders and their staffs through various types of exercises. In addition, the 2007 training

\textsuperscript{98}Wang Siwei and Zhang Yanzhong, ‘四总部分别传达学\textsuperscript{5}届主席在全军军事训练会议上重要讲话精神’ [Four PLA General Departments Hold Respective Meetings to Convey and Study the Gist of CMC Chairman Hu Jintao’s Important Speech Delivered at All-Army Conference on Military Training], \textit{解放軍報} (Liberation Army Daily), 1 Jul. 2006, 3.


\textsuperscript{100}For example, the GSD’s 2006 training guidelines stated that the main tasks for training were using more realistic combat scenarios, standardizing training across the PLA, and studying improving integrated training. See Yang Huicheng and Liu Xingan: ‘GSH Makes Arrangements for Military Training in 2006’, \textit{Liberation Army Daily}, 18 Jan. 2006.

guidelines underscore the importance of standardizing examination procedures and making the evaluation of military training more stringent.

This emphasis on enhancing training is much more than rhetorical flourish. Indeed, the PLA has implemented a series of training reforms and many units are engaging in much more frequent, realistic, and challenging training. Moreover, as part of its training reforms, the PLA is beginning to employ more rigorous standards of evaluation to improve the quality and effectiveness of training. The PLA is also conducting more joint service exercises as part of its training reforms. In recent years, the PLA has conducted numerous multi-service exercises, providing considerable opportunities to improve its familiarity with the conduct of joint operations and joint C2. For example, the PLA conducted a joint exercise that featured two ground force divisions, PLA Air Force (PLAAF) assets, and Second Artillery units.102

Chinese military media reports suggest that Second Artillery training is also growing in realism and complexity. In particular, as part of the PLA’s broader program of training reforms, the Second Artillery is making progress in areas such as training under more realistic combat conditions, incorporating ‘blue forces’, electronic warfare, nighttime training, air defense and counter-ISR tactics, and more rigorous training evaluations. This represents significant progress. As one PLA Daily article acknowledges: ‘In the past, strategic missiles with their concentration of science and technology and their expense to manufacture were treated like pampered ladies who seldom emerged from their boudoirs.’103 While this once may have been true, it is clearly no longer the case.

This is in keeping with a theme that has been given a considerable amount of attention in recent years, particularly in the 2007 GSD guidelines, which indicate that training scenarios must approximate actual combat conditions as much as possible.104 The Second Artillery emphasizes that ‘troops should train as they will fight’, meaning that exercises should take place under realistic conditions to temper the skills their units will need in actual combat. For example, some recent exercises have simulated loss of communications links, forcing units to

104 The PRC’s 2006 Defense White Paper also emphasizes the importance of training under realistic circumstances, which helps to ‘temper troops in a near-real war environment’.
switch to backup communications. Others have tested emergency repair capabilities, such as erecting replacement bridges, clearing blocked roads, and repairing damaged facilities.

Another important way in which many PLA exercises now attempt to enhance the level of realism is by incorporating opposing forces. Second Artillery units frequently conduct opposing force exercises as part of this drive to train under more realistic and challenging conditions. The use of ‘blue forces’ in exercises is a particularly noteworthy development because it makes training more realistic and challenging, encourages officers to take the initiative in response to changing situations, and gives troops exposure to possible adversary tactics.\(^{105}\)

Other reports indicate that training is sometimes designed to force participating units to deviate from their prepared plans. This is done to prepare officers and soldiers to cope with actual combat situations in which they may lose the ability to communicate with higher headquarters or find that the enemy has reacted to their actions in unexpected ways. According to a June 2006 *PLA Daily* article, ‘The objective of this type of training is to break free of the formulaic training exercise patterns of the past...and temper the ability of the commander and his staff to assess the enemy situation, plan independently, and change their plans as needed.’\(^{106}\) Along these lines, Second Artillery units have practiced moving to alternate launch sites and erecting temporary launch pads when primary launch positions are ‘destroyed’ during exercises.\(^{107}\)

Since the late 1990s, Second Artillery training has also emphasized inter-theater deployments, which entail considerable operational and logistical challenges. According to one official PLA media report, ‘starting at the end of the last century, China’s strategic missile force has gone all-out with inter-theater training, and one after another, crack missile units have been rushing to areas far away’.\(^{108}\) The same report emphasizes that long-distance, inter-theater movement repre-
sents ‘a test of a unit’s ability to maneuver, as well as a test of its combat capabilities’. Chinese military media reports indicate that Second Artillery units are also conducting nighttime maneuver training.

The Second Artillery has also practiced a variety of techniques to counter enemy ISR, precision strike, jamming, and electronic warfare attacks. In keeping with the emphasis on training in a 'complex electromagnetic environment' contained in the most recent GSD training guidelines, this is intended to improve the PLA’s ability to operate in an electronic warfare environment, and to allow military units to practice various types of counter-reconnaissance, electronic warfare, and counter-EW techniques. The Second Artillery has followed these guidelines by conducting exercises that emphasize electronic warfare training, according to recent Chinese military media reports. Many exercises have focused on employing countermeasures against enemy ISR systems, and some have incorporated simulated enemy precision air strikes and electronic jamming. In addition, Chinese media reports indicate that the Second Artillery is conducting exercises that test its ability to employ increasingly sophisticated decoys and camouflage methods to counter adversary airborne and space-based intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities, including optical, infrared, and radar imagery systems.

The PLA has also conducted numerous multi-service exercises in recent years, providing considerable opportunities for the Second Artillery to improve its experience with the conduct of joint operations.
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and joint command and control. For example, in summer 2006, the PLA conducted the ‘North Sword-07’ exercise, in which Second Artillery units operated alongside two ground force divisions, PLAAF units, and People’s Armed Police troops. The Second Artillery is also making greater use of simulations, computer wargames, and command post exercises to improve the planning and decisionmaking skills of commanders and their staffs. These are relatively low-cost techniques that allow officers and soldiers to accumulate valuable experience at lower expense and risk than live-fire exercises. The Second Artillery has been employing simulators to prepare its forces to operate developmental missile systems before they are deployed. This is in keeping with PLA-wide guidance that it is ‘better to have trained personnel waiting for equipment than to have equipment waiting for trained personnel’.

Finally, a sometimes overlooked but very important element of the PLA’s training reform program is the emphasis on standardization of training and the development and application of more stringent criteria for the examination and evaluation of military training. This marks a particularly important change in that more rigorous evaluation of training can help identify problems and shortcomings and contribute to the development of a more realistic appraisal of readiness and combat capabilities. For its part, the Second Artillery has issued a series of regulations intended to standardize training practices and promulgated a new ‘Outline for Military Training and Evaluation’ to promote more robust testing and evaluation of nuclear and conventional missile force units.
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military media reports indicate that training assessment is becoming increasingly realistic and that units are being compelled to address shortcomings identified as part of the evaluation process. Commanding officers reportedly are held accountable when units fail to measure up to training standards, and are obligated to identify problems and draw up plans for improvement to raise the level of training.

The picture is somewhat less clear when it comes to PLA Navy training for sea-based nuclear deterrence missions. Indeed, a critical question concerning the reliability of China’s sea-based deterrent concerns the training of its SSBN force. Based on photos and anecdotal evidence, Chinese submarines go to sea frequently, if not usually for extended periods. A brief report by Federation of American Scientists contends that China’s ‘submarine crews have very little operational experience and therefore presumably limited skills in operating their boats safely and competently. . . . the tactical skills that would make the Chinese submarine force effective in a war are limited’. This conclusion is based on US Navy data that the ‘entire Chinese submarine fleet conducts less than three patrols per year on average’ and ‘only two patrols in 2006’. However, as the report itself acknowledges, ‘interpretation of the data comes with a great deal of uncertainty’ because the term ‘patrol’ is not defined. If a patrol is defined as being of significant duration (e.g., 45 days or longer), then 20-day trips would not count as patrols, yet considerable training could be done during that time, or in at-sea periods of even shorter duration (as opposed to mere one-day trips). 119 Moreover, indications are emerging of significant efforts to improve submarine training. 120 China’s submarine force, prioritized for development, seems set to range ever further afield. According to ONI, ‘the growing technological capabilities of the PLA(N) submarine force and China’s evolving maritime strategy, which calls for an operational capability beyond the littoral in support of an anti-access mission, create the conditions for Beijing to opt for an increased submarine presence in the Western Pacific Ocean east of the Ryukyu Island chain. 121

120 See, for example, ‘An East Sea Fleet Submarine Detachment Establishes a Forum to Discuss Training Problems and Solutions’, Liberation Army Daily, 16 Jul. 2007.
China’s Evolving Nuclear Doctrine: Beyond ‘Minimal Deterrence’

As significant as the wholesale changes in force structure and training are, indications that PRC nuclear doctrine and weapon employment policy may also be changing are potentially even more important. While much remains similar to what is known of historical Chinese nuclear doctrine, particularly as this relates to assured second-strike operations, there seems to be an evolution in thinking regarding the use of tactical nuclear weapons, particularly in a non-retaliatory manner. In doctrinal discussions of the nuclear counterstrike campaign, the prerequisites, elements, goals, and targets all seem quite in accord with historical doctrine. The principal prerequisite, of course, derives from the no-first-use (NFU) policy: ‘According to China’s principled position of “no-first-use of nuclear weapons”, the nuclear counterattack campaign of the Second Artillery will be conducted under the circumstances when an enemy has launched a nuclear attack on us.’

The campaign elements of centralized command at the highest level, rapid response, dedicated protection of strategic assets, and key point targeting all also fit well into China’s legacy doctrine. While the element of ‘rapid response’ has the appearance of being a newer feature of the PRC’s assured second-strike doctrine, in reality it only reflects the qualitative change in the composition of the force, which itself is a response to enhance survivability in the face of modern precision warfare. Additionally, the goals and targets of the nuclear counterattack campaign do not seem to have deviated much from historical values, driven by the guiding objective ‘to implement a nuclear counterattack on the enemy’s important strategic and campaign objectives, set back the enemy’s strategic intention, shake the enemy’s willpower of war, paralyze the enemy’s command system, delay the combat movement of the enemy, weaken the enemy’s war potential, and contain the escalation of nuclear war’. Thus, while most of the doctrinal details that have recently come to light may not have been well understood by Western analysts, nothing in the assured second-strike doctrine has the flavor of representing a novel discontinuity with past doctrine. Assured second-strike retaliation, as a doctrine, seems to have followed a logical evolution along the lines required in going from a small, silo-based, relatively static intercontinental force to a larger, more survivable mobile one.
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Where the groundwork is possibly being prepared for making substantive modifications to historical PRC nuclear doctrine and nuclear use policy is in the areas of tactical and theater nuclear warfare and the provisos being proposed against NFU. In his recent, extensive treatment of the subject, Zhao Xijun states, much in agreement with established doctrine, that the goal of China’s deterrent missile force is to ‘shake the enemy psychologically, vacillate the enemy’s war volition, weaken the enemy commander’s operational determination, disturb the enemy psyche and public psyche, and achieve [the objective of] “conquering without fighting”’. Additionally, however, Zhao states, ‘the goal of wartime deterrence is to prevent conventional war from escalating into nuclear war, and to prevent low-intensity nuclear war from further escalating’. Thus conceived, credible deterrence imposes stringent requirements on the Chinese nuclear posture, including an adequate force size and composition, survivability, plausible targeting, and highly reliable (and survivable) nuclear command and control. Moreover, Zhao states that a ‘flexible application’ of deterrence across all levels of war, from the strategic down to the tactical, is ‘indispensable [for] effective and credible deterrence’.

Similarly, another Chinese doctrinal publication makes a deliberate distinction between a large-scale nuclear and a small-scale nuclear counterattack campaign. Such a view approaches a limited view of nuclear warfighting (not minimum deterrence), particularly since low-intensity nuclear war and de-escalatory measures are mentioned. Indeed, recent articles in Chinese military journals have discussed a wide variety of nuclear deterrence strategies, with some authors using the term ‘有效反核威慑’ [effective counter-nuclear deterrent] to describe the more capable posture required to make nuclear deterrence effective in a missile defense environment.

In conceiving of warfighting with nuclear assets, a principal impediment for the PLA would be a strict adherence to its oft-repeated
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pledge not to use nuclear weapons first at any time, under any circumstances, and not to use nuclear weapons on non-nuclear nations and regions. However, not only are certain exceptions to this pledge made from time to time in unofficial remarks, but there is currently an intellectual debate in China as to the damage a policy of NFU inflicts on the credibility and effectiveness of deterrence. Some strategists appear to view the NFU policy as an unnecessary self-imposed strategic constraint: ‘China should learn how to maintain necessary flexibility without being fettered by responsibilities and obligations at the level of strategic deterrence.’

Certainly, the debate within China on ‘no first use’ is real, with the later generation of officers, diplomats, and scholars leaning significantly farther forward toward modifying or jettisoning such a declaratory policy.

Beyond this ongoing debate, the most recent work from former Deputy Commander of the PLA’s Second Artillery Corps Zhao seems to indicate that at least some who influence the debate have already considered at least three scenarios under which Beijing would discard the traditional NFU policy.

**Scenario One: Retaliation for conventional strikes on strategic and/or nuclear targets/facilities.** According to Zhao, ‘In a conventional war, when the enemy threatens to implement conventional strikes against one’s major strategic targets, such as the nuclear facilities; in order to protect the nuclear facilities, prevent nuclear leakage, and to arrest the escalation of conventional war to nuclear war, one should employ nuclear weapons to initiate active nuclear deterrence against the enemy.’ Zhao is describing here what seems to be a planned, ‘retaliatory’, de-escalatory first use of nuclear weapons in response to conventional attacks upon particularly sensitive targets. Obviously,
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135 While the term ‘employ’ is used elsewhere in Zhao’s work in other contexts, not all of which indicate actual ‘use’, here it seems to indicate actual explosive use. ‘Deterrence operations’ is the generic term used throughout his edited work for all types of operations, encompassing the full range of nuclear force activities, from non-use
planned nuclear retaliation for conventional attacks abrogates NFU. Moreover, it is not entirely clear what China would consider a 'major strategic target' or even a 'nuclear facility', thus leaving a disconcerting amount of (presumably deliberate) ambiguity. For example, in a 2006 discussion with a high-ranking PLA officer, one of the authors asked what China’s response would be to the US *unwittingly* striking a vital nuclear command and control node. His response was that China would likely begin a nuclear counter-attack of some sort, presumably because it would be interpreted as a first strike on its strategic forces.

**Scenario Two: Crisis-driven declaratory change in nuclear policy.** In Zhao’s words, ‘The military deterrence of the nuclear guided missile troops is conducted in a state of non-nuclear warfare through propaganda, posturing, shows of force, launch drills, nuclear tests, lowering of the nuclear threshold, and other actions.’\(^{136}\) Specifically, Chinese authors have suggested that Beijing could lower the nuclear threshold to deter intervention in a Taiwan crisis or conflict. According to an author writing in an internal Chinese military journal, ‘When we are under the pressure of circumstances to use military force to reunify the motherland's territory, we may even lower the threshold of using nuclear weapons to deter intervention by external enemies.’\(^{137}\) Strict NFU policy is non-categorical; the threshold for nuclear use is the explosive use of nuclear weapons by an adversary upon one’s own sovereign assets or territory. Zhao’s inclusion, then, of ‘lowering the nuclear threshold’ seems to imply that at a certain point in a crisis or conflict, China reserves the right to make various caveats to NFU, thus declaratorily setting the stage for actual first use. Nonetheless, it is possible that Zhao’s intent in stating this deterrence method merely corresponds to the analogous lowering of the Defense Condition level in US nuclear operations. This ambiguity requires clarification.

**Scenario Three: Territorial integrity is at stake.** Zhao writes, ‘The goal . . . is to deter the enemy’s nuclear threat on us, and show that we have sufficient nuclear retaliation capability to inflict heavy loss on the strong enemy; prevent the strong enemy from implementing medium and higher power conventional strikes on our important strategic targets and nuclear facilities; and to maintain the unity of the nation, through use. However, in accordance with the concepts outlined in his work, ‘deterrence operations’ would have begun long before adversarial strikes upon homeland targets, the point in question here; thus, ‘initiating’ active nuclear deterrence seems strongly to imply escalation to operations beyond non-use.

\(^{136}\)Zhao, 88 (italics added).

\(^{137}\)张培敏 [Zhang Peimin], ‘如何发展战略威慑手段’ [How to Develop the Means of Strategic Deterrence], 军事学术 [Military Art] (Feb. 2004), 34.
territorial integrity, and national dignity. While the first goal stated is the long-standing one of assured retaliation, the second and third clearly imply nuclear first-use ‘retaliation’ in response to a significantly broader set of conditions. Zhao seems to open up the first use possibilities to include conditions where utter military defeat of the PLA is envisioned – in fact, his statement seems to imply that such use may already be part of Chinese planning.

Implications for the United States

This section addresses the implications for the United States in the areas of the defense of Taiwan, deterrence stability, crisis management, and escalation control. The synergy between force modernization, increasingly advanced training, and China’s evolving nuclear and conventional missile force doctrine is enhancing the capabilities of the Second Artillery Corps in ways that pose serious challenges for the United States. This is especially so with regard to the defense of Taiwan. The Second Artillery’s conventional force modernization is focused on developing the capabilities required to rapidly degrade Taiwan’s defenses and deter, delay, or otherwise complicate US military intervention in a cross-Strait conflict. What has drawn the most attention is the rapid expansion of the Second Artillery’s arsenal of short-range missiles from approximately 30–50 relatively inaccurate SRBMs in the mid-1990s to at least 900 much more accurate and lethal SRBMs today. This quantitative and qualitative improvement represents a severe threat to Taiwan, and also to regional US forces. Indeed, as a result of the rapid growth in numbers and improvements in accuracy, China could paralyze Taiwan’s communication links, command centers, airbases and ports with five waves of strikes in as little as 10 hours, according to Taiwan Ministry of National Defense official Lieutenant Colonel Chen Chang-hua.

Although such an attack would pose serious challenges for Taiwan, active and passive defenses against Chinese missile strikes could enable Taiwan to mitigate the effects of such a bombardment. Nonetheless, this raises serious questions regarding whether Taiwan’s military possesses the capability to hold out in the event of a cross-Strait conflict until the US military could intervene decisively. Perhaps even more important than the increasing number of SRBMs is China’s development of new MRBMs and LACMs, which is enhancing its regional conventional strike capabilities and has the potential to complicate US
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intervention in a future cross-Strait crisis or conflict by threatening US air bases in Japan and surface ships operating in the region.

At the strategic level, China’s nuclear force modernization is focused on improving survivability to make its nuclear deterrence posture more credible, a task that has taken on increased urgency as a result of growing concerns regarding US nuclear preeminence, missile defense plans and conventional precision strike capabilities. China is moving toward a much more survivable, and thus more credible, strategic nuclear posture with the development of the road-mobile DF-31 and DF-31A ICBMs and the JL-2 SLBM. Indeed, as experts have highlighted, the introduction of road-mobile strategic missiles and SSBNs will allow China to achieve ‘a degree of credible minimal deterrence vis-à-vis the continental United States’. The modernization of Chinese nuclear forces and the transition from silo-based to road-mobile nuclear missiles and SSBNs might thus enhance strategic deterrence stability. Indeed, deterrence theory suggests that a more secure second-strike capability should enhance stability by causing both the United States and China to behave much more cautiously. The United States, for its part, should not be tempted to contemplate a preemptive counterforce strike against China’s strategic missiles, since US planners and decisionmakers would know that China would still be capable of launching a damaging retaliatory strike against the United States or its allies. At the same time, China’s ability to launch a damaging retaliatory blow even after absorbing a preemptive counterforce attack should enable it to avoid becoming trapped in a desperate, ‘use it or lose it’ situation – one in which the party without a secure second-strike capability would theoretically be tempted to strike first, before an adversary could eliminate its vulnerable nuclear forces.

At the same time, however, there are reasons to be concerned that the transition to a more secure second-strike capability will not necessarily translate immediately or automatically into greater stability. Indeed, it is entirely possible that these developments could in fact decrease crisis stability under certain circumstances, particularly if China’s growing nuclear and missile capability tempts Beijing to behave more assertively, the undersea environment becomes a point of uncomfortably close approach between US attack submarines and Chinese SSBNs, changes in force posture or technological developments result in heightened insecurity, or the alerting and de-alerting of strategic forces creates a temporary state of increased vulnerability.

Some observers have suggested that a more secure second-strike capability will embolden Beijing to act more aggressively. For example, former Taiwan deputy defense minister Lin Chong-pin predicts that China’s road-mobile ICBMs will enable its leaders to adopt a more assertive foreign policy stance. According to Lin, ‘China’s heightened nuclear status, as perceived by the world, will serve as the backbone of what Beijing has announced to be its “independent foreign policy”: increasingly assertive in an emerging, multipolar world.’ Some analysts have even speculated that China’s more robust nuclear posture could lead to a US–China conflict, possibly by making its leaders overconfident of their ability to achieve intra-war nuclear escalation control, an explicit mission of the Second Artillery, and thereby undermine crisis communication and management. This is true, to a lesser extent, at the conventional level where the Second Artillery is charged with ‘conducting missile deterrence operations’ to ‘contain the enemy’s sinister strategic intentions or significant military misadventures’ with its ‘long-range, precise, fast, and powerful’ surface-to-surface missiles, thereby ‘profoundly influencing the overall situation of political, diplomatic, and military struggles’ at the strategic level. One proponent of this view is Su Tzu-yun, a former adviser to Taiwan’s National Security Council. In Su’s words, ‘With these new tools, the PLA is like a teenager eager to show off and potentially drag China into a military misadventure with the US.’ At the same time, however, Beijing would still have good reason for caution, given that it would still be dealing with a vastly more capable nuclear power.

An additional aspect of China’s evolving nuclear doctrine that bears careful thought relates to the operation of the new Jin-class SSBNs as they come on line. Conventional wisdom holds that the development of
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141 Lin is quoted in Wendell Minnick, ‘China Speeds ICBM plans’, Defense News, 10 Jul. 2006, <http://cisac.stanford.edu/news/experts_judge_likely_effects_of_new_icbm_on_chinas_nuclear_policies_20060807/>. Lin and other analysts have also raised the possibility that China’s strengthened nuclear posture – particularly its highly survivable road-mobile ICBMs – will make Washington think twice before intervening in a cross-Strait or Sino-Japanese crisis. In Lin’s words, ‘the DF-31A will throw a monkey wrench into Washington’s decision-making process when there is a crisis in the Pacific’.
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144 Su is also quoted in Minnick, ‘China speeds ICBM plans’ 2006. Similarly, Su Tzu-yun assesses that China’s growing nuclear capabilities will ‘influence decisionmaking within the White House’.
such a secure, second-strike, strategic force increases strategic stability, theoretically restraining response options on both sides in the event of a crisis. While such an assumption may hold during peacetime, the movement, maneuver, and alerting of nuclear forces in the transition to crisis holds the threat of grave miscalculation. The alert operation of SSBNs by China during a crisis (to include full or partial sailing of the force out of port) may actually significantly decrease the stability of the situation, since it is unlikely that the United States will forgo the option to conduct trailing and surveillance operations in support of strategic anti-submarine warfare (ASW) against those assets. Depending upon the aggressiveness of the strategic ASW operations and PLAN countermeasures, such a situation has the potential to dramatically and unexpectedly escalate the crisis. In fact, the ensuing undersea battlespace will likely be first and closest point of approach between US forces and PLA nuclear forces. Moreover, the crisis could easily escalate beyond mere conventional or even theater warfare. Thus, this undersea interaction should become a point of intense interest, and perhaps discussion, for both sides.

The unintended consequences of interaction between force posture changes and technological developments in the Chinese and US militaries may also contribute to greater instability in the event of a future crisis or conflict. This could happen in at least four different ways. First, China will likely attempt to expand its longer-range conventional theater missile capabilities as the US military strengthens its presence in the Pacific. For example, the more heavily the Pentagon relies on Guam to bolster its presence in the Pacific, the greater the incentive China will have to develop conventional ballistic missiles capable of reaching Guam. Beijing may believe that it needs a conventional missile capability with the range to strike targets on Guam to avoid being faced with a choice between crossing the nuclear threshold or allowing the US military to use Guam as a sanctuary. This could result in the geographic expansion of a conflict over Taiwan or in vertical escalation if China launches missile attacks against US territory.

Second, intercontinental conventional strike capabilities could further undermine strategic stability or lead to unintended escalation. China faces a fundamental strategic asymmetry in any conflict with the United States. The US military already has the ability to carry out conventional attacks on Chinese territory, potentially including strikes against strategic targets, but the PLA currently has no ability (except, perhaps, some limited special forces capability) to strike targets in Hawaii, Alaska, or the continental United States without using nuclear weapons. The US may increase its dominance in intercontinental conventional strike capabilities with the potential future deployment of
conventionally armed SLBMs or other long-range conventional strike systems. Chinese analysts express concern about such developments, particularly about potential US plans to place conventional warheads on SLBMs. An unidentified author writes that highly accurate conventionally armed SLBMs would give the United States the ability to destroy strategic point targets without resorting to the use of nuclear weapons, which might raise the risk of war or escalation.

In the longer-term, China may want to respond to this imbalance and the associated perceived vulnerabilities by developing longer-range conventional strike capabilities of its own that would allow it to threaten at least a limited number of critical targets in Hawaii, Alaska (i.e., missile defense installations), and the continental United States. Although there has not been any evidence of Chinese interest in pursuing extremely long-range conventional strike capabilities to date, a limited strategic conventional strike capability might prove attractive to the Chinese to fill the gap between conventional theater capabilities and strategic nuclear forces. There would also be possible benefits from accentuating the risks of conventional operations against the Chinese mainland, since conventional retaliation would appear more credible than the threat of a nuclear first strike in response to US conventional attacks on the Chinese homeland. This could be destabilizing in a conflict. It is possible that employing conventional intercontinental strike capabilities, or perhaps even simply placing such assets on higher alert levels, would result in miscalculation if either side interpreted such moves as preparations for a nuclear first strike.

A third and perhaps equally important uncertainty is how the American ballistic missile defense (BMD) architecture will evolve, and the extent to which China will develop corresponding countermeasures to preserve its nuclear deterrent, perhaps including options to destroy or degrade US missile defense capabilities. Indeed, China can be expected to pursue such capabilities since strategists appear to view the
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ability to negate missile defense as necessary to prevent the United States from occupying a position that would permit it to coerce China with nuclear threats. In particular, Chinese strategists are concerned that US deployment of an effective missile defense system would undermine China’s nuclear retaliatory capability, especially if its strategic forces were partially destroyed in a conventional or nuclear counterforce strike, thereby enabling the United States to challenge vital Chinese interests without fear of nuclear retaliation. This clear linkage, with its disturbing potential to produce miscalculation and lead to unintended consequences that might leave both Beijing and Washington less strategically secure, merits thoughtful consideration by policymakers in both nations.

On the US side, the debate remains unresolved. Some have argued that, were it even possible to do so, the United States should be extremely cautious about deploying any missile defense system that would be able to negate China’s second-strike capability. Even if China was not the main intended target of such a system, according to this line of argument, its deployment would be problematic in two ways: (1) it would be detrimental to strategic stability in peacetime, and (2) it could contribute to escalation pressures in a crisis.

First, in peacetime, it would almost certainly lead to an offense-defense arms race between China and the United States, a competition in which the offense would likely have the advantage. Simply put, if China perceived a US missile defense system as capable of intercepting the number of ICBMs it would expect to have left following a first strike against its strategic forces, it would almost certainly commit whatever resources it deemed necessary to overwhelm the system by further increasing the number and sophistication of ICBMs in its arsenal.

Second, in a crisis situation, it would be enormously destabilizing if the Chinese believed that the missile defense system would allow the United States to bully China with nuclear threats or even contemplate launching a counterforce attack without fear of retaliation. This asymmetry could spark escalation in a crisis because the presence of a
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missile defense system capable of intercepting the number of Chinese strategic missiles that would likely survive a first strike would put considerable pressure on Beijing to attempt to eliminate that perceived unilateral advantage by launching a preemptive attack against either the missile defense system itself or its supporting space-based warning systems. Trying to level the playing field in this way would be an extraordinarily risky move on China’s part, but it is a possibility that could not be ruled out if the Communist Party leadership believed its core interests were at stake, as they probably would in a showdown over Taiwan.

Third, on the other hand, some observers have argued that the pressure induced by a highly effective missile-defense architecture would introduce large uncertainties into PRC escalation calculations, resulting in a favorable situation for the United States. By deploying and operating an effective missile defense, the US would be attempting to demonstrate the uncertainty of China’s assured retaliatory force, thus inducing caution on Beijing’s part at all levels of conflict below that, lest the conflict escalate on terms unfavorable to the PRC. This downward pressure on escalation logic is proportional to the perceived effectiveness of missile defense to attrite a substantial number of incoming reentry vehicles, though. The perceived capability of the missile defense architecture to intercept a couple of reentry vehicles does not exert such a downward pressure, and while it is uncertain at what point the defense effectiveness would exert that type of psychological pressure, it seems that even a relatively small probability of intercepting a large fraction of the incoming strike would be sufficient to begin inducing escalation dampening pressures. Since such a condition only accrues at the robust end of the spectrum of missile defense architectures, with a window of potentially diminished stability as the architecture evolves, an argument could be made for the acceleration of missile defense programs, to include even the incorporation of nuclear interceptor options if this would significantly enhance system effectiveness.

Fourth, the transition to land-mobile and sea-based systems will introduce new C2 challenges for the Second Artillery and PLAN. While the addition of such mobile strategic forces allows for significantly enhanced survivability, thereby assuring second-strike capability, such fully-mated, alert forces are an entirely new command and control challenge for the PLA. The risks during crisis of such C2 nightmares as inadvertent launch, unauthorized launch, and terrorist (or special forces) overrun will become operational concerns for all PLA forces in which alert forces are postured. Both out-of-garrison exercises for road-mobile, nuclear strategic missiles and extended ‘deterrent patrols’ for Type 094 SSBNs will carry with them risks of accidents, as well. While
the United States and Russia have long experience with alert forces and the need for exceedingly reliable C2, China’s C2 will now be challenged to cope with an entirely differently postured and composed nuclear force. The possibilities of misstep during the next decade of force posture transition, whether in peacetime or crisis, are much enhanced and the potential ramifications severe. Moreover, though conventional wisdom holds that the CMC would be highly unlikely to pre-delegate release authority of nuclear weapons, similar conventional wisdom was proved wrong in the case of the former Soviet Union. Any such pre-planned operational flexibility or pre-delegation could give rise to an extremely unstable situation in a crisis.

Another potential complication could arise following the resolution of a US–China crisis. China would need to return its alert forces to a de-alerted state without making them vulnerable to a US preemptive strike. The de-escalatory transition from an alert posture to a de-alerted state is seen as a window of high vulnerability, particularly for smaller nuclear powers. 151

Even if enhanced strategic capabilities do not embolden Chinese leaders to behave more assertively and China and the United States manage to avoid a potentially destabilizing competition between offensive and defensive strategic capabilities, escalation control will remain an extremely serious concern in the event of a high-intensity conventional cross-Strait conflict. Specifically, US military planners and decisionmakers would need to carefully manage a conventional war with China to avoid the risk of unintended escalation, which could lead to a nuclear conflict that would be incredibly devastating for both sides. 152 Chinese strategists have suggested that attacks on command and control nodes intended to degrade China’s conventional warfighting capabilities would be interpreted as the prelude to a nuclear first strike if they also diminished the country’s ability to command and control its nuclear forces. 153

In the event of a US–China conflict, especially one over Taiwan, the United States would have to exercise caution at the operational and strategic levels. First, Washington would need to consider escalation control very carefully when conducting conventional operations against Chinese forces. Given the risks of escalation, US decisionmakers would not only need to avoid striking strategic systems, but also to think very
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carefully about the potential implications of strikes against related targets such as leadership and command and control facilities, strategic communications networks, and air defense systems. Under certain circumstances, US decisionmakers might need to consider not only withholding strikes against potentially sensitive targets, but perhaps forgoing kinetic strikes against targets on the mainland altogether. For this to be a realistic option, however, China would need to do its part to keep the geographic scope of the conflict limited by refraining from striking US bases in Japan and Guam and other high-value assets such as aircraft carriers. Whether or not it strikes targets on the mainland, the United States would also need to exercise caution at the strategic level by refraining from forcing China’s leaders into a position where they would face a choice between further escalation and a humiliating and perhaps politically catastrophic defeat. This would mean leaving China’s leaders a way out of the conflict that allowed them to keep what they perceived as their nation’s core interests – and their own – reasonably intact.

At the same time, however, Washington would likely also need to prevent Beijing from using nuclear threats to achieve its political objectives, since some Chinese analysts have suggested nuclear weapons might be used to deter – or at least limit – US military intervention in a cross-Strait conflict. What little evidence is available on the role Chinese strategists would expect nuclear weapons to play in a Taiwan conflict suggests that this remains a subject of debate within the PRC. At least one prominent Chinese analyst has argued that nuclear weapons are virtually unusable in a conflict over Taiwan. According to Li Bin, ‘The nuclear taboo means that whichever side encounters setbacks or reversals in a conventional conflict over Taiwan will be unable to employ nuclear weapons to change the conventional situation.’ Nonetheless, other Chinese analysts contend that China’s unconditionally stated policy of no-first-use (NFU) would not necessarily hold if the country was on the verge of suffering a catastrophic conventional military defeat in a Taiwan scenario.

This apparent debate over the potential utility of nuclear weapons in a Taiwan scenario highlights some emerging doctrinal tensions that could also undermine stability in a crisis. The debate over NFU exemplifies the strategic options that Chinese planners may gain from recent improvements in technology and human capital. The credibility of NFU, or at least a restrictive interpretation thereof, appears to be increasingly uncertain, particularly given China’s stake in a Taiwan contingency and sovereignty over the island, the possibility of a strike

on China’s strategic infrastructure with conventional precision guided munitions (PGMs), the development and deployment of foreign BMD, the potential for launch on warning, and the exigencies of war. Recent scholarship suggests that this policy may well be under debate in Beijing. Indeed, some Chinese analysts appear to interpret China’s current doctrine of ‘active defense’ as supporting preemption when an enemy is preparing to strike, or perhaps even as soon as an adversary has revealed its intent to attack China. Also uncertain is the extent to which Chinese strategists have factored in the possibility that their American counterparts have already assumed Chinese NFU to be unreliable, perhaps to be supplemented by policies of launch-on-warning or launch-under-early-attack. This potential ambiguity is supported by Chinese military doctrinal writings, one of which states that ‘When we find out that the enemy is going to launch a surprise attack, especially a possible enemy nuclear attack, we should quickly and rapidly warn our troops and order troops to get ready for countering the enemy surprise attack.’

The United States also must contend with a general Chinese perception that the overall objective most likely to be at stake in a conflict (Taiwan’s status) is more important to China than to the United States. Since intervention in a Taiwan-related conflict would represent a war of Washington’s choosing as opposed to one in defense of a core national security interest, efforts on Beijing’s part to make its participation in a conflict more credible would be thought to make Washington think more carefully about intervening militarily, or even engaging in Phase Zero activities deemed against China’s interests. Beyond that, if such a crisis escalated into conflict between China and the United States, both parties would be seeking to demonstrate resolve and commitment, possibly including saber rattling at or near the nuclear threshold. As one expert has recently put it, ‘actions taken to demonstrate resolve and credibility may induce not restraint by the enemy but an intensification of conflict’. This could create a cycle of...
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157 Second Artillery Campaign’, Ch. 14, in Wang Houqing and Zhang Xingye, 战役学 [The Science of Campaigns], 370. This statement appears to indicate interest in a launch under attack or a launch on warning capability, but is not necessarily inconsistent with a ride-out posture.
escalation with the distinct potential of including nuclear posturing on both sides.

Conclusion

As China continues to modernize its nuclear and missile forces, problems of strategic stability appear poised to become much more important aspects of the US–China security relationship in the coming years. Although China’s nuclear and missile force modernization may contribute to greater strategic stability in the long run, neither China nor the United States should assume that this outcome will result automatically from the deployment of a relatively secure second-strike capability. Indeed, successfully managing what could become a potentially dangerous balancing act, especially in a crisis over Taiwan, will require much of both parties. The United States will need to exercise considerable self-restraint given the asymmetries that will continue to characterize the US–China nuclear balance despite China’s recent enhancement of its nuclear and missile capabilities. Planners and decisionmakers in the United States will also need to have an in-depth understanding of Chinese views on nuclear signaling, crisis management and escalation control, particularly in the context of a conflict over Taiwan. Chinese planners and decisionmakers will need to have a similarly realistic understanding of US views. This underscores the need for greater US–China dialogue and engagement on strategic issues, which in turn will require Beijing to deal with a dilemma in which continued lack of Chinese transparency concerning nuclear weapons development may complicate its own nuclear strategy. ¹⁵⁹ Indeed, as China continues to improve its conventional and nuclear missile capabilities, it will almost certainly need to become at least somewhat more transparent in order to help safeguard shared interests in strategic and crisis stability.
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